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“I don’t want to go 
back to the office” 
 

So, what do you do when 
given this message from 
an employee? This is not 
unusual with three 
clients voicing concern 
about this very issue 
recently. Understanding 
and complying with the 
Fair Work Act conditions 
on flexible working is not 
just good practice… it’s 
the law. 

Special Interest Articles: 
 

• Review First  
 

• Workplace Investigations 
 

• Going Somewhere? 
 

• Recovery Blocked 

 
 
 

https://nicholsonsheehanconsulting.com
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Review First We’re Serious 
 
 

Nicholson Sheehan Consulting  
is serious about the work we do 
because we believe that 
inspired, engaged people will 
naturally collaborate together to 
drive excellence and high 
performance for their 
organisations.  
 
We also believe people engage 
with transparent organisations 
that encourage their people to 
buy into the organisation and it 
values their collaboration and 
contribution. We don't mean 
buy in with money, they buy in 
with exceptional mental and 
physical effort and conviction. 
 
We believe that inspiring, 
engaging and rewarding our 
people makes an important 
competitive difference.  
 
Consequently, we help 
organisations to be 
collaborative, transparent, 
engaging and high 
performance focused. We offer 
practical advice and solutions 
which transforms 
organisational performance, 
innovation, customer 
experience, and profit. 

Organisations are made up of 
multiple, interconnected, complex 
systems and processes. Making 
changes in any one system is likely 
to cause unexpected implications 
to other systems and processes.  
 
Although we understand that 
organisations are complex, leaders 
will often naively look for quick fix 
solutions by making isolated 
changes without considering or 
expecting ramifications. 
 
Consequently, organisation and 
process changes need to be 

planned and the potential impacts 
of the changes reviewed and 
analysed prior to taking action.  
 
Read Getting It Right to explore 
essential review and planning 
actions prior to reorganisation or 
change. 

Workplace Investigations 

A workplace investigation is an 
impartial information gathering 
process into complaints of 
wrongdoing or misconduct made 
against an employee.   

Assessing complaints and 
performing workplace 
investigations assists the employer 
to meet their legal obligations, 
manage and mitigate a variety of 
risks, further complaints and 
disputes which can be a risk to the 
organisation’s effectiveness and 
efficiency.   

It is important that an organisation 
investigates workplace issues in a 

thorough manner to avoid potential 
widespread consequences, 
including court action. A single 
issue can develop into an external 
claim, negative culture, decreased 
morale, absenteeism, and 
employee turnover.  

Workplace investigations can be 
critical tools to:  

• Manage employee 
grievances  

• Target poor conduct and 
behaviour  

 

https://nicholsonsheehanconsulting.com/blog/f/getting-it-right
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Gather the 
information 
before diving in 
 

Considering major 
organisational change?  
 
It is surprising the number of 
organisations that launch into 
major change projects without 
first gathering all the 
information, considering 
options, and gaining 
professional advice.  
 
Make a confidential, no 
obligation appointment with 
Nicholson Sheehan Consulting. 
Use this link to avoid the usual 
back and forth of finding a time 
to meet. http://tiny.cc/t2eosz 

• Manage serious 
misconduct and 
determining appropriate 
disciplinary action  

 
The Fair Work Commission 
(FWC) requires that 
investigations be handled in a 
way that offers procedural 
fairness to both parties – the 
complainant and the respondent. 
 
To avoid repercussions, it is 
important to conduct an 
investigation process with 
impartiality, objectivity, and 

fairness. The internal and/or 
external perception of how 
thoroughly and objectively an 
investigation has been conducted 
is critical to organisational 
reputation and it may affect 
profitability. 
 
Read more on workplace 
investigations. 
 
Make a confidential, no obligation 
appointment with Nicholson 
Sheehan Consulting. 
http://tiny.cc/t2eosz 

Going Somewhere? 

There is a truism in 
organisational psychology about 
corporate culture - if you fail to 
pay attention to it, it will form of 
its own accord and take you to a 
place you may not wish to 
go! Because culture is the social 
organisation of people, and 
organisations are made up of 
people, it will form regardless of 
the corporation's wishes or 
intents.  
 
Corporate culture needs to be 
designed and nurtured. A 
complex system of organisational 

functions contribute to corporate 
culture. Nicholson Sheehan is 
highly skilled in creating, design 
and managing the development 
and interface between these 
systems.  
 
Read more… 
 
 
Make a confidential, no obligation 
appointment with Nicholson 
Sheehan Consulting. 
http://tiny.cc/t2eosz 

“Employment 
law is complex 
and confusing. 
Get sound, 
professional 
advice” 

http://tiny.cc/t2eosz
https://nicholsonsheehanconsulting.com/blog/f/workplace-investigations
http://tiny.cc/t2eosz
https://nicholsonsheehanconsulting.com/blog/f/its-a-recipe
https://nicholsonsheehanconsulting.com/blog/f/its-a-recipe
http://tiny.cc/t2eosz
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Recovery Blocked 

The last eight months have 
certainly felt like the world is 
closed!  
 
Covid-19 pandemic has 
turned our world, life, work 
environment, and lifestyle 
upside down.  How we 
respond to the sheer 
magnitude of this international 
disaster is critical to our 
futures, work prospects and 
the performance of 
our organisations.  
 
Typically, in new situations, 
we use our individual and 
collective experiences to 
make sense of what we are 
now experiencing. But in a 
VUCA (volatile, uncertain, 
complex, and ambiguous) 
environment, our experiences 
are not sufficient to support 

our sense-making.  A VUCA 
environment, such as COVID-
19 pandemic, stretches our 
ability to make sense and 
cope with the circumstances. 
Consequently, we will all 
struggle to make sense of the 
circumstances but add to that 
enormous, catastrophic loss 
including loss of life, loss of 
job, loss of business, and 
many more structures that we 
use to make sense of self, 
others and our environment, 
there is no wonder why 
currently people will be 
dealing with a level of grief. 
 
Unresolved grief is a form of 
grief affecting an individual 
who is not consciously aware 
they are grieving but the 
behavioural impacts are clear 
to others around them. Grief 

often causes denial, sadness, 
anger, and lack of acceptance 
which may be evidenced in 
changed relationships, 
aloofness, poor decision 
making, risk aversion or risky 
behaviour, lack of 
communication, unexplained 
sadness and tears, or 
unexplained emotional outburst. 
The people around the 
individual realise there is 
something wrong but the 
reason may be difficult to 
fathom.  
 
Interested, read on  
 
Make a confidential, no 
obligation appointment with 
Nicholson Sheehan Consulting, 
use this link to avoid the usual 
back and forth of finding a time 
to meet. http://tiny.cc/t2eosz 

 

PHONE: 

+61 401 625 132 

 
E-MAIL: 

nicholsonsheehanconsulting@gmail.com 

 
MEETING: 

To make a confidential, no obligation 
appointment with Nicholson Sheehan 
Consulting, use this link to avoid the usual 
back and forth of finding a time to meet. 
http://tiny.cc/t2eosz 

COMPANY DETAILS 

We’re on the Web! 

See us at: 

 

nicholsonsheehanconsulting.com 
 
 

LinkedIn 
 
 
Facebook 

https://nicholsonsheehanconsulting.com/blog/f/recovery-blocked---unresolved-grief
http://tiny.cc/t2eosz
mailto:nicholsonsheehanconsulting@gmail.com
http://tiny.cc/t2eosz
http://www.nicholsonsheehanconsulting.com/
http://www.nicholsonsheehanconsulting.com/
http://linkedin.com/company/nicholsonsheehanconsulting
https://www.facebook.com/nicholsonsheehanconsulting

